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for the continued failure to close the Black-White achieve

Introduction

ment gap. The report suggested that variation in school

Around the world, schools are overwhelmingly controlled

resources had little or nothing to do with differences in

and operated by governments, and governmental policies

student achievement, and that almost all the test score gap

directly affect much of what goes on in schools. The financ

was attributable to the widely varying social and economic

ing of schools has traditionally been addressed from two

conditions of Black and White citizens.

different perspectives. For the longest period, the central

The findings of the Coleman Report were extremely

issues have revolved around how money for schools is raised

controversial, but, since its publication in 1966, a vast

and how it is distributed to local schools. These issues fit

literature has confirmed many of the original conclusions.

naturally into the policy debates around where a society's

Studies have examined spending and related resources,

resources should be invested, along with the related question

such as class size, teacher experience, teacher education,

of how much is spent on schools. Over the past half century,

teacher credentials, and other possible school inputs- all

however, a second perspective has entered into the debates,

without finding a consistent or systematic influence on

namely, how student performance relates to the financing

student achievement. For example, with regard to pupil-

of schools. This latter perspective has dramatically shifted

teacher ratios, almost three-quarters of all studies report

the policy discussions about school finance. It has also

no significant relationship with achievement. The studies

made it clear that finance discussions cannot be separated

that do indicate a statistically significant relationship

from broader educational policy discussions because it is

are evenly divided between those showing the expected

important to integrate finance incentives with other policies

negative impact of a higher pupil-teacher ratio and those

designed to improve achievement.

showing a positive impact on achievement (Hanushek,

2003, 2006). Even though the now-famous STAR study
from Tennessee found positive impacts in a random as

Research Evidence

signment experimental study during the 1980s (Word et

The new finance focus comes from investigations of the

al., 1990), the Tennessee STAR study is balanced not only

impact of finance on student outcomes. Hundreds of esti

by hundreds of other studies reaching the opposite conclu

mates using accepted statistical approaches provide a clear

sion, but also the disappointing results of California and

picture of the relationship between resources and achieve

many other U.S. states that have introduced programs for

ment. Although they do not always agree, the majority of

reducing class sizes in grades K-3 and other grades (see

the studies have found that differences in either the absolute

the research in Ehrenberg, Brewer, Gamoran, & Willms,

spending level or spending increases bear little or no con

2001). Similarly, there is no support for any consistent

sistent relationship to student achievement (e.g., Hanushek,

relationship between the level of a teacher's education and

2003, 2006). Perhaps the best known study on this issue

student achievement (Hanushek & Rivkin, 2006). Less

was one of the first, Equality of Educational Opportunity

than 10% of the studies on this topic find a statistically

(Coleman et al., 1966), the "Coleman Report." This report

significant positive impact of additional teacher education

was one of the first attempts to apply statistical analyses to

on student achievement. Teacher experience has histori

student achievement in what is now commonly referred to

cally shown a stronger relationship with performance, but

as "educational production functions." In 1964, The U.S.

recent studies have consistently found that the impact

Congress funded this massive study to assess the reasons

of experience is concentrated in the first year or two of
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teaching with little or no positive impact resulting from

the institutional structure and incentives of schools are

additional experience.

fundamental to improving school outcomes. The simplest

It is important to highlight these issues in the discussion

statement is: ifone is concerned about student performance,

of finances because class size reductions and increases in

one should }>ear policy to student performance. Perhaps

teacher salaries have been very important over the past

the largest problem with the current organization of most

half-century in the tremendous increases in real expen

schools in most countries is that nobody's job or career is

diture per pupil in schools (Hanushek & Rivkin, 1997).

closely related to student performance. Relatedly, popular

Class size reduction programs have been very popular even

input policies, such as lowering class size, do nothing to

though they are perhaps the most expensive of all school

change the structure of incentives.

reform programs and even though research suggests that

One potential alternative is to alter the structure of school

they are unlikely to be generally associated with improved

finance to include performance incentives for teachers and

student achievement. Because the primary determinants

other school personnel. Existing international evidence

of teacher pay—experience and education level—do not

suggests some clear general policies related to institutional

have a consistent link with achievement, what teachers are

structure of schools that are important, and these have

paid also shows little consistent relationship with achieve

direct ramifications for the structure of school finance (Ha

ment. A teacher who has been successful in improving her

nushek & Woessmann, 2011). Foremost among these, the

students' achievement is as likely to have a low salary as

performance of a system is affected by the incentives that

a high salary (Hanushek & Rivkin, 2004). Further, since

actors face. That is, if the actors in the education process

salaries make up the largest component of school district

are rewarded (extrinsically or intrinsically) for producing

expenditures, variations in instructional expenditures also

belter student achievement, and if they are penalized for not

have little consistent relationship with achievement.

producing high achievement, then achievement is likely to

Some studies have found statistically significant positive

improve. The incentives to produce high-quality education,

effects of school spending, and people who wish to advo

in turn, are created by the institutions of the education sys

cate for more spending tend to cite just these. Nonetheless,

tem—the rules and regulations that explicitly or implicitly

particularly with the spending studies, the relatively few

set rewards and penalties for the people involved in the

studies finding a positive relationship with achievement

education process.

tend to be' the lowest quality studies. These studies dis

From existing work, three interrelated institutional poli

proportionately rely on aggregate state evidence, where

cies come to the forefront: promoting more competition,

omission of any measures of state policy differences is

so that parental demand will create strong incentives to

likely to introduce bias in the estimated effects of spending

individual schools; autonomy in local decision making, so

differences (Hanushek.2003). Further, these results are not

that individual schools and their leaders will take actions to

simply a peculiarity of the United States. The same results

promote student achievement; and, an accountability system

are found across countries, as reviewed by Woessmann

that identifies good school performance and leads to rewards

(2007a). Quite consistently, the analysis of performance on

based on this. The evidence is summarized in Woessmann

international achievement tests suggests that things other

(2007b). It is also a central part of considerations of why

than resources are most important for student outcomes

some nations have done better in terms of international

(Hanushek & Woessmann, 2011).

test scores (Mourshed, Chijioke, & Barber, 2010). One of

Another line of research has examined teacher quality

the key channels by which these institutions affect perfor

measured on an outcome basis as a potentially important

mance is clearly through ensuring a strong teacher force in

influence on student achievement. As opposed to assessing

the schools. Each of the institutions provides incentives to

quality on the basis of measured teacher characteristics such

improve on student outcomes, and the most direct way to do

as teacher education or experience, this work has concen

this comes through improving the effectiveness of teachers.

trated on whether some teachers consistently produce more

The exact form of such incentives will vary across

gains in student achievement than other teachers. Working

different countries. For example, the United States relies

with extensive longitudinal data on individual students from

considerably on individual states to organize and to finance

different U.S. states, these studies have confirmed large

the schools. Historically, the states have differed consider

differences among teachers in terms of outcomes in the

ably, but none of them has relied very much on incentives

classroom (see Hanushek & Rivkin, 2010). This research,

for performance. It is easy, however, to establish a school

which also finds that differences in teacher effectiveness are

finance system that emphasizes performance incentives

not closely related to commonly observed characteristics of

(Hanushek & Lindseth (2009).

teachers, leads to a different conclusion from the Coleman

One of the big issues in doing this is thinking about

Report. Teachers and schools differ dramatically, but, as

performance incentives for teachers, even though these

found in the Coleman Report, it is not the simple measured

have not proved popular in many places where they are

characteristics that are important.

discussed. One reason for the general resistance by teach

The inability to identify specific teacher qualities makes

ers to incentive systems like performance pay is a concern

it difficult to regulate having high-quality teachers in class

about what will be rewarded. Research shows, for example,

rooms. It also contributes to a conclusion that changes in

that families make a huge difference in the education of
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students. An implication of this is that the finance system
should not reward or punish teachers for the portion of
education they are not responsible for. If some students
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